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« the mountain told us to get our guns so as to have a voice,  
told us to cover our faces so as to have a face, 
told us to forget our names so as to be given a name, 
told us to protect our past so as to have a future.»

COMANDANTE ANA MARIA 

ENEMY is a global artistic creation process on 
the relation to wars in the European countries 
that doesn't belong to the European Union. 



 

A CREATION IN 3 MOUVEMENTS 

first 
mouvement 
A PEACE 
CONFERENCE 

second 
mouvement 
A JOURNEY 
THROUGH 
ENSEMBLES 

third 
 mouvement 
FOR A PRACTICE 
OF REPARATION 

After ending a first long-term work called 
BARBARE on the countries belonging to the 
European Union from 2019 to 2022, the artists 
Mélodie Lasselin and Simon Capelle deal with 
the other countries of Europe with the aim  
of creating a work on peace and question  
the notion of the enemy. 
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ENNEMI (une conférence pour la paix) 
is a dance and performance duet. 

Reflecting on the place of 
peripheries inside Europe, and 
the possibility to give voice to 
local communities, this show 
wants to interrogate the 
notion of peace in relation 
with the current and past 
conflicts of Europe. 

We asked two friends, Elvira, a Ukrainian, 
and Svetlana, a Russian, to meet.  
We transcribed their conversations.  
This documentary work gives an 
contemporary insight into two countries  
at war. Their personal stories testify of  
the absurdity of the ongoing conflict and 
the close relationships that unite both 
nations inside the European continent. 
Their voices will mingle with the 
testimonies of soldiers from NATO,  
their families, also engaged in what 
happens at the borders and outside of  
the European Union. 

CREATION DECEMBER 2022



Winners of the Stronger 
Peripheries - Creative Europe 
program, Mélodie Lasselin and 
Simon Capelle are engaged since 
the beginning of their 
collaboration in a research about 
Europe's future and the possibility 
to repair after the past and 
ongoing conflicts. 

In ENEMY (a peace conference),  
the dancers Mélodie Lasselin and  
Léa Pérat, trained together at the 
school Ballet du Nord in Roubaix, 
conceive a dialogue with local 
communities through dance,  
and propose a hybrid style that 
mingles tradition and future, 
heritage and fiction, defending 
diversity as a bridge between people. 

A dance piece that questions Europe 

« We go and meet with the 
inhabitants of Europe.  
With them we reinvent the 
possibility to share and create 
together a local and universal 
dance. We become liaison 
officers between separated 
communities thanks to our 
bodies and dance. » 



« You cannot hate a people or a community that have 
stopped hating you, you cannot truly love a people or a 
community that still hates you, or who secretly despise you. 
It is that in terms of relations between communities, 
forgetting is a particular and unilateral way of establishing 
relationships with others, but that memory, which is not a 
medication for forgetting but literally its brilliance and 
openness, can only be common to all. Oblivion offends, 
and memory, when shared, abolishes this offense. Each of 
us needs memory of the other, because it is not about a 
virtue of compassion or charity, but about a new lucidity in 
a process of Relation. And if we want to share the beauty of 
the world, if we want to be in solidarity with its suffering, 
we must learn to remember together »  

EDOUARD GLISSANT 



 

As you often say, the ENEMY project is the 
logical continuation of your BARBARE creation. 
How does this transition take place? 
Our work is irremediably linked to our existence. We 
told it in our previous show, BARBARE (odyssées). 
Since we are artists and we live together, our research 
is also rooted in reality, not just in fiction and 
aesthetics. Also, when the creative team woke up the 
day after the first performance dates and learned that 
the war in Ukraine had broken out, this project, 
which already existed in our heads, became an 
emergency and a necessity. To leave the borders of 
the European Union, which guarantee us a certain 
stability, to leave the interior and go outside to see 
the fate of the countries which are close to entering 
the European Union or which, on the contrary, 
remain at a distance by the game of powers and 
conflicts still in progress. 

BARBARE was asking questions about the 
possibility of a union between very different 
countries but belonging to a political group. 
How does ENEMY allow you to bring together 
countries as varied, with histories as different, 
as Switzerland or Armenia for example? 
Yes, this question is almost the heart of the research. 
Can a theme manage to cross such contradictory 
geographies? Our work so far has taught us to 
unearth connections, edges and bridges. We want to 
confront extremely diverse relations with the 
question of war. Having a lifelong enemy, almost 
handed down by the legacy of history, has nothing to 
do with a country that has never experienced conflict 
for a century on its territory. The question of 
neutrality is also a European specificity and we can 
clearly see today how it poses a problem. Most of the 
time, a country is required to take part in the heart of 
an opposition that is beyond it. Moreover, the word 
enemy is coined etymologically as the opposite of 
friend, not as a specific notion. 

In your approach, there is always great 
vigilance with regard to the question of 
language and body sensations. How do you 
link these areas? 
In the field, what puts us in contact with cultures, 
histories, but above all with human beings, is the 
possibility of seeing each other in the same space-
time, and the possibility or not to find a field of 
linguistic agreement, speaking the same language or 
not. In some countries, there are several languages 
spoken, official or not, and there, it can be the origin 
of a conflict; the feeling of belonging to this or that 
history, this or that community. Flushing out our 
own gaze of French, Westerners, individuals born in 
the European Union as evidence, is already 
nourishing the possibility of operating the 
translation into an aesthetic form of what we are 
witnessing. 

The show BARBARE (odyssées) ended with a 
poem-landscape, like a desire to unite from a 
physical and mental geography. What seems 
to animate your new research is the 
question of reparation.  
If we start from the nearest, we know that the future 
countries to join the European Union will be 
countries of the former Yugoslavia whose borders are 
extremely recent and which are still grappling with 
the need to heal wounds. Today, we also see 
countries urgently requesting membership because 
of the war that has just broken out in Ukraine. We 
believe that our role is not only to focus on the 
present but also to prepare the future, or at least to 
think about its fictions. Which means here, 
imagining how to repair Europe after the war, or 
during the war if it lasts. It is an immense task, 
extremely hard, but it should not be forgotten that 
the repair is already at work in many edges of our 
continent. We can think of the reception of refugees, 
for whom there have already been many humans 
working for years, or the border town of Nicosia, still 
divided, and in which we have met associations that 
go through culture to recreate links between enemy 
peoples. We have no choice but to get to work. 

Interview



 

CONCEPTION 
Mélodie LASSELIN & Simon CAPELLE  

CHOREOGRAPHY 
Mélodie LASSELIN 

in collaboration with Léa PÉRAT 

PERFORMANCE 
Mélodie LASSELIN 

Léa PÉRAT 

SOUND COMPOSER
Restive PLAGGONA 

FIELD RECORDING 
Quentin CONRATE 

LIGHT DESIGNER
Caroline CARLIEZ  

SET DESIGNER AND COSTUME  
Emma DEPOID  

SET PHOTOGRAPHER 
Martina POZZAN 

TEXT 
Simon CAPELLE 

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF  
Svetlana MAKOVSKAYA & Elvira SHVEKHER

The team 



 
Biography 

SIMON CAPELLE is an author, performer, 
and director, first learning classical and 
contemporary dance as well as music. In 2010, he 
obtained a Masters in Theatrical Studies and a 
Masters in Contemporary Literature, with high 
honors at the University of Lille-III. In 2006, he 
discovered the theater and worked with many 
professional companies in the Lille metropolitan 
area. Eager to train with great European directors, 
he takes part in numerous internships given by the 
Biennale College Teatro in Venice with Wajdi 
Mouawad, Pascal Rambert, Anne Bogart, Mark 
Ravenhill and Anna-Sophie Malher. In 2016, he 
published his play Pur with Editions La Fontaine 
and his first novel Tes eyes cosmos with Editions 
Belladone. This same year marks a turning point 
in his career which will orient him towards 
performance and the relationship between live 
performance and plastic arts. He was invited to a 
one-month masterclass at the Troubleyn / 
Laboratorium in Antwerp. In 2019 Rovina in issue 
3 of the Revue Ver(r)ue. He plays at the Ménagerie 
de Verre in the creation Sit on it by Annabelle 
Chambon and Cédric Charron. Porno, L’ennemI 
du théâtre, Idiot, Prophétie, and Barbare (odyssées) 
are published in issues 31, 32, 33, 35 of the journal 
Frictions. 

MÉLODIE LASSELIN began dancing 
at the age of 5 and trained at the Ecole du 
Ballet du Nord, the Ecole-Atelier Rudra-
Béjart and the Jeune Ballet International de 
Cannes. She then worked in Germany 
where she created her first choreographies. 
From 2007 she is a freelance performer and 
choreographer in Switzerland, Germany, 
Spain, Mexico, Cuba, Belgium and France. 
She began to teach for all audiences after 
obtaining the state diploma in 
contemporary dance in 2008. She is engaged 
in many companies and regularly 
participates in internships, she works with 
Irène Kalbusch, Karima Mansour, Germaine 
Acogny, Olivier Dubois, Pascal Rambert, Jan 
Lauwers, Jean- Michel Rabeux, Lisbeth 
Gruwez, Annabelle Chambon and Cédric 
Charron. She participates in the research 
workshops of Nacera Belaza, in 2020 she is 
an interpreter for L’Onde. With Simon 
Capelle, she founded the company ZONE-
poème- and in her work, she conducts 
research around the sensitive body, trying to 
get as close as possible to the truth of the 
gesture and the sincerity of the 
interpretation. 

Since 2016 Simon Capelle and Mélodie Lasselin are both directors, authors , choreographers, and performers 
of the ZONE-poème- company based in Lille. Oracle is the first piece of the company created in 2018 then 
revived in 2020 for the festival Le Grand Bain of the Gymnase, CDCN of Roubaix. BARBARE European 
Museum of Translation presents performances at the Vivat, at the Festival Latitudes Contemporaines, at the 
Oiseau-Mouche, as well as in-situ in the Hauts-de-France region. In 2022 the creation BARBARE (odyssées)  
is created at the cabaret de curiosities of the phénix, national scene of Valenciennes. 



 

Dancer 
LÉA PÉRAT  
She starts dancing with her mother. She then trained at the Ecole du Ballet du Nord 
(CCN Roubaix), at the CNSMD in Lyon and then at The Place (London). Since 2004, 
she dances for contemporary companies (CCN Roubaix C.Carlson, Cie 1er Mars, 
Cie Ouragane, Humanum Co, Myriam Naisy L'Hélice) and baroque companies (Cie 
l'Eventail, Les Cavatines). She also dances in operas directed by Roméo Castellucci, 
Stefano Poda, Laura Scozzi, Daniel Mesguish, Pierre Rigal, and for more 
performative events (Ragnar Kjartansson - Palais de Tokyo). Holder of the State 
Diploma of contemporary dance teacher, she teaches punctually for interventions in 
schools or associations. In her personal research, Léa is particularly sensitive to 

collaborations with musicians, in situ projects and improvisation. In May 2019, she joined ZONE-poème- 
for the performance Sanctuaire at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Lille. 

Sound composer 
RESTIVE PLAGGONA
Restive Plaggona is the project of Dimitris Doukas, a Greek producer known for 
his heavy and dramatic lo-fi/industrial soundscapes with subtle traces of darker 
forms of techno. Dimitris is a particularly productive musician, having released 
more than a dozen records on such labels as Moral Defeat, Yerevan Tapes, NEN 
Records as well as his own Several Minor Promises over the course of two years. 
Rhythmic intensity is of prime importance to his work, going together with the 
general rawness of his sonic palette. It is no wonder that Dimitris releases most 
of his music on tapes as the rough density of his tracks fits this format pretty 
well. Within the output of Restive Plaggona’s he merges the epic and the 

claustrophobic and creates the effect of suspended drama and tension as if something is about to 
explode every second. 

Field recording 
QUENTIN CONRATE 
It was primarily as a musician that Quentin Conrate discovered sound and its 
place in space. So it is not by desire to practice a gap with his field but to 
question the place of the body and the gesture in a sound space that his 
journey then turned towards dance and then the plastic arts. It is this 
background that leads him today to perform both as an improviser musician in 
several projects (with incomplete drums or field recording) and which makes 
possible the encounter with different forms of art, generating a multiplication 
of his experiences as an interpreter. In contemporary music, in musical theatre 
(with the director Frédéric Tentelier) and around performative forms, whether 

they are his own or not. He had the opportunity to improvise in different corners of France and 
Europe and to perform on sets such as the Rhiz in Vienne, the Louvre-Lens or the Condition 
Publique in Roubaix. https://janet-dronemusic.bandcamp.com/album/quentin-conrate 

https://janet-dronemusic.bandcamp.com/album/quentin-conrate


 Lighting 
CAROLINE CARLIEZ
After studying applied arts and scenography, she turned to light, stage 
lighting. Lighting designer for 10 years, Caroline has participated in all of 
Simon Capelle’s creations since 2011 and has supported the ZONE 
-poème- company since its creation. Also a light manager at Prato Lille, she 
works for various theater and dance companies in the Hauts-de-France 
region (L’ouvrier du Drame, l’Embellie musculaire, contour progressif, 
vaguement competitif ...). 

Set designer and costumes 
EMMA DEPOID 
She studied applied arts at the Boulle and Duperré schools before entering 
the TNS in the scenography and costumes section. She worked there for the 
creations of Lazare, Aurélie Droesch, Camille Dagen, Kaspar Tainturier-
Fink and Julien Gosselin (for whom she designed the scenography in 1993).  
She works in internship with the choreographer Delavallet Biediefono, and 
the director Fabrice Murgia, with the lighting designer Philipe Berthomé as 
well as with Guillaume Vincent. In 2018, Emma created the Animal 
Architecte structure with Camille Dagen and designed the space for Durée 
d'exposition. She also develops the scenography of Triumvirus (2017), 

Morphine (2019) for Nina Villanova, of Ivanov (2018) for Christian Benedetti, 
Bamako-Paris (2019) for Cécile Cotté, Full Circle (2019) for Kaspar Teinturier-Fink, the Square 
(2019) for Gérard Elbaz. In 2020, she designed Bandes and Mutmassungen spaces, directed by 
Camille Dagen. She also set Tiens ta garde, by Collectif Marthe. In 2021 she assists the 
scenographer Alban Ho Van on the next creation of Anna Noziere and develops with Camille 
Dagen and Eddy D'aranjo a joint creation, Archives du présent, at the Olympia theater in Tours 
where they are all three associated artists.  

Set photographer 
MARTINA POZZAN 
Born in Schio, Italy, in 1989, Martina is a photographer, with skills in 
interior design and scenography. After studying in Milan, at IUAV 
University in Venice and Bilgi University in Istanbul, she obtained her 
Masters in Photography at the University of Venice. His artistic approach 
focuses on an exploration of the interactions between the natural and the 
artificial; between the visible representation of reality at the border of the 
non-visible. In his work, the social and political dimensions of a subject 
play a fundamental role and it is during the realization of these aspects that 
the performative side of his gaze emerges. His current project, Musa x 

paradisiaca L., questions the conservation of biodiversity through biological collections. A 
preview of his work was shown at the Unseen Amsterdam Book Market 2018. Based in Berlin, 
she is currently working with Armin Linke.  https://martinapozzan.net/  



 Calendar

ENEMY
A peace conférence

CREATION DECEMBER 2022 
at the Parvis scène nationale 

MARCH 2022 INTERVIEWS  
ENTRE SVETLANA ET ELVIRA 

11—14 MAY 2022  
LA CHAMBRE D'EAU  
DRAMATURGICAL RESIDENCY 

26 SEPTEMBER — 7 OCTOBER 
THE PARVIS SCÈNE NATIONALE TARBES  
RESIDENCY RESEARCH 1 

10—23 OCTOBER 
TEATRO DI SARDEGNA 
RESIDENCY RESEARCH 2 

7—11 NOVEMBER 
BALLET DU NORD - CDCN ROUBAIX 
RESIDENCY CREATION 1 

14—27 NOVEMBER 
L'ARBORETO (ITALIE) 
RESIDENCY CREATION 2 

1—8 DECEMBER 
THE PARVIS SCÈNE NATIONALE TARBES 
RESIDENCY CREATION 3 

8—10 DECEMBER 
THE PARVIS SCÈNE NATIONALE TARBES 
PREMIÈRE FRANÇAISE 

JANUAR 2023 
TEATRO DI SARDEGNA 
PREMIÈRE INTERNATIONALE 

MARCH-APRIL 2023 
ROUBAIX SHOWS 

EUROPEAN TOUR 2023-2024  
UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

Co-production : 
Occitanie en scène, Le Parvis scène nationale  
de Tarbes, Teatro di Sardegna, L'Arboreto -  
Teatro Dimora di Mondaino  
(dans le cadre du programme Stronger 
Peripheries - Creative Europe) 
Ballet du Nord - CCN de Roubaix 

Partners :  
La Chambre d'eau, Artemrede (Portugal), 
Bunker (Slovénie), Centrul Cultural Clujean 
(Roumanie), Consorci Transversal Warwa 
D'activitats culturals (Espagne), Université des 
Arts de Belgrade (Serbie), Institut Universitaire 
de Lisbonne (Portugal), PCAI Awareness 
Raising (Grèce), Pergine Spettacolo Aperto 
(Italie), POGON (Croatie), Pro Progressione 
(Hongrie), Université de Barcelone (Espagne) 

Supports :  
Institut Français + Ville de Lille,  
Institut Français + Région Hauts-de-France



 



 

ZONE —poème—  
11 rue de Loos  
59000 Lille  
www.zonepoeme.com
Chargé de paie : Didier Abasq  
Président : Frédéric Loquet  
Trésorier : Cyrille Renard  
Secrétaire : Claudine Lefebvre  
Vice-présidente : Alice Mallaroni  
Vice-trésorier : Vincent Harre  
Membre d'honneur : Guy Lefebvre 

SIRET : 824 343 211 APE : 9001Z 
LICENCE 2 -1101455 

Photographies © Martina Pozzan 
Graphisme © Raphaëlle Picquet 

ZONE —poème— is created in november 2016.  
This company offers multidisciplinary creations 
engaged in the contemporary world based on an 
exploration of territories. It is also a platform  
for experimentation, transmission, and research 
on the living arts.

Project development : 
Teresa Acevedo de las Casas 
developpement.zonepoeme@gmail.com 
+33(0)6 95 52 89 63 

Chargée de production :  
Lucie Bonnemort  
prodzonepoeme@gmail.com  

Simon Capelle & Mélodie Lasselin  
zonepoeme@gmail.com 
+33(0)7 68 98 16 28  

mailto:developpement.zonepoeme@gmail.com
http://www.zonepoeme.com


www.zonepoeme.com

https://zonepoeme.com

